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Address EGO Glass 
Bulevardul Preciziei 32, Sector 6,  
Bucuresti - 062204

Country Romania

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Supplier of fixing elements for glass

 

PATCH FITTINGS
Jade classic series of patch fittings with strengthened body, J series

Jade economic series of patch fittings with aluminium alloy body, M series

Jade European style of patch fittings with aluminium alloy body, Alpha series

Jade European style of patch fittings with aluminium alloy body, C series

Interior Glass Door Fittings

Aluminium Sliding Door Fittings

Accessories for patch fittings

Door rails and fittings

DOOR HANDLES
Stainless Steel Handles

Handles with wood

Glass/Plastic Handles

DOOR CLOSERS
Door Closers - single/double cylinder floor hinges

DOOR HINGES
Shower Door Hinges - 700 series

Shower Door Hinges - 700+ series

Shower Door Hinges - 750 series

Free Swing Hinges

Glass Brackets

Glass Connectors

Shower Handles

Door Knobs
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Support Bars

Accesories

Display Hardware

PVC Seals

Shower Slider

POINT FIXING GLASS FITTINGS
Swiwel Head Screws

Connection Fittings

Spider Fittings

Sliding Door Fittings

Glass Connectors

 

 

Company Profile of EGO Glass

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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